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Executive Summary

The Mid West region is no stranger to the opportunities presented by improved communications infrastructure and services enabled by digital 
technologies. In 2011, under the Commonwealth Government’s Regional Backbone Blackspots Program, a new high-capacity optical fibre cable was 
laid between Perth and Geraldton, opening the door to a world of new digital opportunities for Geraldton and the Mid West Region.

After nearly a decade of lobbying and planning, the international consortium of the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) project chose the Murchison region 
of the Mid West to locate its Low Frequency Radio Telescope for what will be the largest and most exciting radio telescope project in history—50 times 
more sensitive and 10,000 times faster than any previous radio telescope on earth. 1 Along with the massive optical fibre capacity that has been 
delivered to serve the SKA project will come unimagined digital opportunities for the Mid West region.

14 new mobile phone tower sites across the Mid West have already expanded coverage under the Regional Mobile Communications Project. A further 
20 sites will be deployed under the Regional Telecommunications Project with support from the Commonwealth Government’s Mobile Black Spots 
Program and co-contribution from the WA Government (see Table 3). A number of these sites have already been activated and the remainder are 
expected to achieve practical completion by the end of 2018.

These infrastructure projects, along with a host of smaller, private initiatives occurring in the fixed wireless arena will not on their own meet the full 
needs of the region, however they do provide a substantial foundation to almost immediately begin to build upon and create real opportunities to 
commence the deployment of digital technologies and applications that can bring real transformation to the region’s social and economic amenity.

The Mid West has been at the forefront of digital leadership in Western Australia. In 2012, Geraldton was recognised as one of three cities chosen 
globally to participate in the IBM Smarter Cities Challenge. In October 2012, The Mid West released its first digital economy strategy, “Towards a 
Digital Geraldton & Mid West”, making it one of the first regions to introduce a comprehensive approach to the utilisation of the digital tools to 
address economic and social challenges and lay out a plan for a digital future.

This digital leadership was recognised under the Commonwealth’s National Broadband Network Project, with Geraldton becoming one of the first 
deployment sites in Western Australia for ubiquitous Fibre to the Premise (FttP) in Geraldton’s urbanised areas and NBN Fixed Wireless services in 
areas immediately adjacent to Geraldton.

Another example of the digital leadership, enlightenment and initiatives that abounds within the Mid West can be seen in the rapid development and 
evolution of the Pollinators social enterprise hub and the City Hive co-working facilities in Geraldton—to date, the only true smart technology and 
innovation hub to establish in regional WA. Today, the programs and projects initiated and supported by Pollinators are contributing significantly 
towards the rapid digital enlightenment  and enablement of the Mid West in a way not seen across other regions of the State.

31. http://www.atnf.csiro.au/projects/ska/index.html



The Mid West has shaped its approach to the digital world through a willingness to draw upon global expertise and knowledge, yet 
focussing its attention on addressing local issues and challenges. It remains a vast region with great distances between its sparsely 
populated communities, many seeking to maintain continuity, competitiveness and relevance in a world that is globally competitive 
but increasingly urban-centric. 

This Strategic Plan aims to build upon the accomplishments to date and to establish a work program to enable the goals and 
aspirations set out under the Mid West Regional Blueprint. The time is right. The nation has commenced its journey to realise the 
opportunities and benefits described as the ‘Ideas Boom’ by the Australian Government’s National innovation and Science Agenda. 

The pace of innovation and discovery has never been swifter. What was beyond possibility only a few years ago is today realistically
achievable. With the right approach, organisation and digital tools, it is possible to create real change and transformational 
outcomes across the Mid West to the benefit of all communities, industries and institutions. A revolution of change can be 
achieved both socially and economically through the appropriate harnessing of digital infrastructure and digital technologies and 
the equitable access to high speed communications networks. 

The Mid West can realistically become one region, globally-connected and 
progressive, for the benefit of all.

Though background information is provided for context, this Digital and 
Communications Strategy is focussed on actions – enabling organisations, 
businesses and individuals to work cooperatively to achieve a host of 
transformational initiatives and projects, which will level the Digital Divide and 
enable regional, rural and remote people to compete effectively on a global 
playing field. 

The requirement now is to initiate the roadmap set out under this Strategic Plan 
and in a responsible manner, to identify, prioritise and implement projects 
aligned with the objectives of the Mid West Regional Blueprint.
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Preface
The release of this strategy is but the beginning of the journey to a digitally-connected and digitally-enabled Mid West. Within days of this document 
being published on the web, new technological breakthroughs will alter the way we view the importance of the elements and projects in this strategy.  
New opportunities will arise. New technologies will emerge to improve performance and lower costs. To remain relevant, this strategy must remain 
fluid, adaptable, and dynamic—able to be continually updated as its initiatives and projects are deployed and delivered to take advantage of new 
technologies and new ways of delivering digital benefits to the Mid West.

Virtually every aspect of our world is increasingly being “digitised” in one way or the other. Why? Simply, because digital technology is the way to 
deliver the highest speed, best value, greatest consistency and strongest impact.  Wholesale and retail commerce, healthcare, agriculture, science, 
mining, education, government services, manufacturing, construction, astronomy, entertainment, communications, social networking, even tourism, 
are all moving toward a fully digital delivery model, or at least with some major digital component. An online presence for every business is no longer 
option or “nice to have”. Everything is becoming digital. 

Being digitally literate is now a survival skill. And having access to affordable, reliable, high-speed broadband is now just as important as electricity, 
water and roads were in the last century. Having access to digital technologies and digital connectivity has very real economic and social impacts, 
documented by many studies. One such study in the USA found that for every $1 invested in broadband infrastructure that $10 is returned in direct  
spin-off impacts to the local economy. 2

Yet, in Australia, significant barriers to digital connectivity and digital 
inclusion remain for those in the regions (see Chart 1). 

Community consultation conducted by the Mid West Development 
Commission for the Mid West Regional Blueprint revealed that the number 
one area of concern for those in the Mid West region is “Inadequate  
telecommunications.” Even though Geraldton is the logistics hub of the Mid 
West, much of the value of the region’s economy originates from activities 
that take place outside Geraldton.  Accordingly, providing access to best 
practice digital infrastructure, online services and the education to utilise 
this, for all Mid West communities, is a critically-important aspect of the 
Strategy.

Recent challenges faced by the resources sector have created an immediate 
imperative to ramp up additional activities in the region that can begin to fill 
the economic growth gaps left by the decline of the region’s highest value 
mining activities. This will require a clear strategy and plan focussed around 
quickly defining, resourcing and activating specific industry sectors, initiatives 
and projects and ensuring that these are supported from concept into 
delivery in short order.

2.  “The return from Investment in Broadband Infrastructure and Utilisation

Initiatives”. Strategic Networks Group and The Blandin Foundation. January 

2014
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Introduction
DIGITAL AS AN ENABLER AND TRANSFORMER
According to the 2012 IBIS World report, A Snapshot of Australia’s Digital 
Future to 2050, ICT enhanced with the inclusions of ubiquitous high-speed 
broadband, analytics, learning systems and cognitive computing is 
predicted to evolve from a ‘value add’ to becoming this nation’s new utility. 
This utility is poised to reshape the structure of Australia’s society and 
economy over the coming decades. Those communities and industries that 
understand, adapt, share and ultimately fully exploit digital infrastructure 
and technology are more likely to achieve enhanced social and economic 
outcomes.

More recently, we have seen the introduction of national policies to drive 
transformational outcomes across public services through the utilisation of 
digital technologies and the online world. This follows extensive 
transformation that has already taken shape across the private sector, 
including the rise of online shopping, 24/7 customer service and 
personalised consumer services based on analytics and social networking.  

In order to take full advantage of the digital age and remain globally 
competitive, it is vital that the Mid West region immediately take action to 
engage with this technology and capitalise on the benefits and 
opportunities that are on offer.

MEGA TRENDS: According to Deloitte Access Economics’ report Australia’s Digital Pulse 2016, current digital mega trends such as Cloud, Mobility, 
Social and Big Data (analytics) have already created significant disruption across the Australian economy. These trends have given rise to many 
technology innovations and applications -- yet the report flags a raft of additional trends on the horizon. Each has the potential to further disrupt the 
economy and society as well as offer options to address a number of the issues and challenges faced by the Mid West Region. 

The dynamic nature of the digital environment requires an alternate strategic approach. Therefore it is intended that this Strategic Plan will represent 
only a starting point for the Mid West, which will be maintained in an active online format, enabling it to evolve and adapt as new opportunities 
emerge, new technologies appear and new areas of focus are identified. In essence, it becomes a living Strategic Plan instead of a static starting point.
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IMPORTANCE OF INFRASTRUCTURE: The recent 2015 report by the Regional Telecommunications Review Committee placed a significant emphasis 
on the need to improve digital infrastructure across regional Australia. The report singled out mobile accessibility as a critical need in rural and 
regional areas, declaring it of a higher importance to people in the bush (As compared to metropolitan residents) due to the vaster distances 
travelled and relative isolation from services.

This aligns with feedback that informed the creation of the Mid West Regional Blueprint which led to establishment of the second of the five key 
pillars in the Blueprint: Digital and Communications. Improved infrastructure and its optimal utilization sits at the core of every aspect of this 
Strategic Plan. In many ways, getting the infrastructure needs right will be the catalyst to the Mid West realising the full benefits of the digital age.

GOING DIGITAL IS A NECESSITY: In 2015, Microsoft chief Satya Nadella said: “In the future every business will be a software business”. In 2011, the 
then CEO of Telstra, David Thodey, told the audience of the National ICT Forum in Melbourne: “…the digital economy is the economy and the 
economy is global”. Embracing these notions is a necessity for Mid West business and industry to remain competitive in this global economic 
paradigm. But it does not end there.

The Australian Government has embarked on an ambitious plan to transform the delivery of public services through digital technologies and the 
online world. Digital technologies are changing the way we deliver education, the way we diagnose and treat illness and the way we maintain social 
order, inclusiveness and community support. Central to delivering public services digitally is the assumption of sufficient network connectivity and 
network capacity, both of which require adequate infrastructure. The challenge remains to ensure that all individuals, organisations, industries and 
institutions across the Mid West have a competitive level of network connectivity as well as digital literacy to understand and then participate in this 
digitally-driven future. 

Though sparsely-populated, Australia’s Mid West region represents a diverse 
range of industry sectors that includes agriculture, science, tourism, sports, 
fishing, minerals, renewable energy, light manufacturing, shipping, cultural 
heritage and public services, amongst others (see Map 1). Representing an 
area of just under 500,000 square kilometres with a total population of only 
58,000 (of which 35,000 are in Geraldton), the region delivers a total 
economic output of more than $5,000,000,000 annually. 

The majority of residents outside of metropolitan Geraldton can be 
considered remotely located. As a result, the need for high-capacity, reliable 
and affordable communications is actually greater than for those in metro 
areas. Many of the residents and businesses located across the Mid West 
have no alternative channel for the conduct of day to day activities and as 
such rely heavily on access to the online world. In this context, the need to 
deliver cost-efficient digital and communications capability for the Mid West 
of WA is unambiguous. 7



Strategic Approach
STAKEHOLDER-LED APPROACH: Facilitated by the Mid West Development Commission, a detailed investigation of opportunities and ideas has been 
conducted across the region, focussing on the improvement of the capacity and capability of the digital infrastructure and the engagement of every 
community in harnessing these developments. This has also involved an exploration of ways to leverage this infrastructure along with ways to 
increase literacy and participation, which will in turn create enhanced social and economic outcomes. 

This focus has followed on from the extensive work carried out in development of the Mid West Regional Blueprint and involves the crafting of a 
more targeted Strategic Plan, to address key regional issues and unlock potential opportunity focus areas, involving targeted actions and initiatives 
relevant to the Mid West over the next few years. This strategic approach is built around a set of Guiding Principles and targets eight Strategic Focus 
Areas, established under the guidance and direction of Mid West Digital and Communications Key Stakeholders Working Group (see Table 1). This 
Group nominated these Strategic Focus Areas as the most likely candidates to create transformation impacts to the region through the application of 
digital practices and improvements in communications infrastructure.

Challenges and issues unique to the Mid West were identified in each of the Strategic Focus Areas. To assess ways to address these an industry Expert 
Advisory Group (Table 2) was established. Their views and ideas were supplemented by an environmental scan of World’s Best Practice initiatives 
elsewhere in Australia and globally. Finally, existing projects and initiatives already underway within the Mid West were integrated with the advice, 
ideas and Best Practice initiatives previously identified, to create a three year program of work. Several significant transformational projects formed 
the foundation of this program of work, each supporting spin-off and subsidiary initiatives following activation.  

INFORMED ACTION: Several of the industry experts consulted represented 
organisations already tackling local issues through the deployment of digitally based 
solutions. In these circumstances the Strategic Plan acknowledges this and 
incorporates this activity with an emphasis on monitoring and learning, to assess 
broader regional applications.

Other organisations consulted were conducting digitally enabled initiatives elsewhere 
in Australia or overseas and a view was adopted that their efforts could benefit the 
Mid West as well. The Strategic Plan acknowledges this and incorporates these 
prospective initiatives on the basis of a measured introduction into the region through 
an initial pilot or trial.

Industry advice has informed the majority of innovative ideas and initiatives designed 
to address specific issues or challenges. The Strategic Plan incorporates these on the 
basis that further investigation, design and business case development will be 
required prior to implementation. This includes many of the transformational 
initiatives.
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COLLABORATIVE ACTION: The Mid West Development Commission acknowledges that in order to realise a digitally-enabled Mid West Region there 
must be a collaborative approach taken to the pursuit and then implementation of identified initiatives. 

MWDC’s ROLE: Provide the leadership and be the catalyst that makes these initiatives happen 

Though a great deal of the projects can be delivered without the need for high levels of government funding, they won’t happen without leadership.

While MWDC is not resourced or delegated to take on a role of Project Manager or Principal Proponent of individual initiatives, the Commission will 
adopt a tripartite approach to drive the accomplishment of the identified initiatives.

This includes:

• Where current activity is underway, monitor and review with a view to determine the merits of expansion across the region;

• Where existing initiatives are already underway in other locations or jurisdictions that can be transported to and deployed across the region, the 
Commission will take on a facilitator role, to support initial trials and pilots;

• Where significant merit is identified for a new concept or new idea (initiative) suggested by a third party expert or key stakeholder, the 
Commission will seek out viable delivery partners and work with them to develop more detailed plans and where appropriate, assist with 
developing a Business Case for implementation. 

The Commission would assess each and all proposed initiatives to determine a need for funding assistance, in-kind support or introduction of third 
party collaborators, to enable a viable and sustainable implementation to occur. The objective is to create a collaborative culture with local 
stakeholders, and where necessary, introducing and engaging with outside resources to develop projects that support the strategic intent set out in 
this Plan with the Commission playing the role of a facilitator and providing assistance but not as the prime implementer or Project Proponent.

It is acknowledged that most of the projects emanating from the Regional Blueprint will have a logical local stakeholder partner, to assist or lead 
their implementation. This includes organisations such as Local Government, MWCCI, Pollinators, State Government Agencies and the local chapters 
of Peak Industry Bodies (Fisheries, Tourism, Health, Education). In some cases, this may be a third-part commercial, cooperative or not for profit 
organisation.  In the case of digital there is often no obvious lead stakeholder or representative entity. In the absence of this ‘champion’ or strategic 
lead, the Commission will play a more in-depth, hands-on catalyst role.   
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Strategic Vision
THE MID WEST REGIONAL BLUEPRINT: DIGITAL & COMMUNICATIONS PILLAR
In late 2015, the Minister for Regional Development launched the Mid West Regional Blueprint. The Blueprint sets out five key pillars of focus as 
imperatives to achieve growth across the region over the next 35 years. Digital and Communications is one of these five pillars. The importance of a 
key focus on digital reflects the influence and impact that the digital economy has and will continue to exert across the region over the next decade. 
The digital economy will in time become the mainstream economic approach for the Mid West region. Digital technologies, applications and practices 
along with the Online World will become a fundamental enabler of social and economic amenity and activity that takes place throughout the region 
(see Chart 2). 

Next generation communications infrastructure that is applied on a ‘fit for purpose’ basis will underpin the delivery of many social and economic 
activities across the region for many decades to come. Achieving sufficient capacity and ensuring the sustainability of this infrastructure will make all 
the difference to many of the outcomes sought through this Strategic Plan. 

Elements & Regional Goals
The Mid West Regional Blueprint sets out two specific areas that must be pursued for the region to optimise the benefits and opportunities made 
possible through digital and communications systems. These are: 

These two elements of the Regional Blueprint form the cornerstone of the Strategic Plan. Each of the key focus areas and all initiatives are referred 
back to these two specific areas and their associated high level strategies. Where possible, each initiative or project is assessed for alignment with the 
objectives of the Mid West Regional Blueprint and only included on this basis. Each of the transformational projects has been assessed on the basis that
it will make a significant contribution to the high level strategies outlined in the Blueprint and enable the goals set under the other four pillars.
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Guiding Principles
To ensure an alignment between this Strategic Plan and the Blueprint and to establish the overall strategic intent, a set of Guiding Principles has been 
developed by the Key Stakeholders Working Group. These Principals are intended to shape and direct the Strategic Focus Areas of this Strategic Plan 
and to influence the scope and objectives of the associated Programs, Projects and Initiatives. The expectation is that by applying these Principles 
through the strategic approach adopted under this Plan that any and all outcomes will support both the intent of the Blueprint and be consistent with 
the Best Practice adoption and utilisation of digital principles and tools, as viewed globally. The Guiding Principles developed by the Working Group 
are:

1. Seek transformational outcomes;

2. Close the Gap: Reduce the “digital divide” across the region by providing access, affordability, speed and capacity;

3. Whenever and wherever possible, deliver world’s best practice;

4. Maximise the value from all effort and investments, across the entire region;

5. Adopt a sharing economy approach;

6. Pilot first, prove viability and sustainability -- then “go big”;

7. Seek collaborative investment amongst public and private investors that produces sustainable outcomes;

8. Focus on outcomes--not on activities; 

9. Develop a cooperative approach with other WA regional areas; and

10. Adopt the 3-Pillar baseline of “Infrastructure”, “Education” and “Technical Support”.
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PHYSICAL 

INFRASTRUCTURE

DIGITAL 

EDUCATION

TECHNICAL 

SUPPORT

PHYSICAL INFRASTRUCTURE:

This includes communications networks, computers, broadband modems, optical fibre, wireless technologies, wireless transmission equipment, sensors, routers, 
switches, exchanges, servers, data centres, power; amongst others. Without these essential pieces of hardware, there can be no digital connectivity and therefore 
no digital inclusion. And, it assumes that this infrastructure is both available as well as sufficient to meet the demands of its users in both cities and the regions. 

DIGITAL EDUCATION:

Computer literacy skills, industry skills, applications, application skills, programming skills, service and repair skills training, installation training, application training, 
connectivity to others and access to industry and verticals knowledge bases. Though history has shown that customers will eventually learn to make use of physical 
infrastructure themselves when it is available and accessible, education multiplies this effect. Importantly, the less education that is provided, the more the benefits 
of the infrastructure tend to leave behind the people in the regions.  People who are already more educated tend to get more benefits from the infrastructure, 
creating an imperative to deliver proactive education to those less fortunate in order to equalise the digital divide.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT:

Complex communications networks and associated equipment require highly-skilled technicians to design and deploy, but ongoing technical support from skilled 
technicians is just as important—if infrastructure or software fails or is faulty, there must be skilled technicians available to repair it, debug it and get it back into 
working order or its usefulness ceases.

DIGITAL

EQUITY

Digital 

Imperatives
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Digital inclusion and digital equity requires a 
minimum level of these three essential foundation 
elements: Physical Infrastructure, Digital Education 
and Technical Support.  Think of these as the 
absolute minimum basics—the foundation on which 
all other developments must be built. If any of the 
three are absent or insufficient, the foundation of 
the structure becomes incapable of supporting any 
higher-level capabilities.



Strategic Focus Areas
The Strategic Plan identifies eight specific Strategic Focus Areas where digital and 
communications has the ability to disrupt, transform and ultimately enhance social 
and economic outcomes across the Mid West. Aligned to each Strategic Focus Area is 
a set of initiatives or projects. These activities have been organised under ‘Programs 
of Work’ and link back to the strategy or strategies proposed to address the 
challenges and realise the opportunities identified for each Focus Area. 

Each action is defined as either:

1. An existing Initiative 
2. An existing Development
3. An existing Project 
4. A new Initiative
5. A new Development
6. A new Project

The term ‘Development’ relates to an activity that will involve the construction or 
deployment of physical infrastructure. This may be new infrastructure or the 
upgrade, expansion or modification of existing assets already in operation within the 
Mid West. The term ‘Project’ relates to an activity that involves both physical aspects 
(equipment, infrastructure and/or facilities) as well as an associated methodology or 
service, that utilises digital to create a social or economic outcome. The term 
‘Initiative’ relates to the establishment of a new or modified methodology, process 
or service that has adopted or utilises digital in its application. 

An example of a Project is the Chapman Valley Smart Farming Cluster. This 
incorporates both infrastructure and equipment along with an innovative new 
methodology or service that utilises digital technology. An example of a 
Development would be the construction of a Mid West Competitive Backhaul 
Network. Primarily, it involves the deployment of new high-capacity broadband 
infrastructure. An example of an Initiative is the arrangement of a Mid West 
GovHack. This involves the organisation of a new process to enable Mid West based 
start-ups to participate in the National GovHack competition.      
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STRATEGIC FOCUS AREA 1: COMPETITIVE MID WEST INDUSTRY
The Problem: Mid West industry participates in a global economy where competition lies well beyond the traditional geographic 
boundaries. To remain relevant in this global economy, industry across the region must remain informed, connected, educated, 
innovative and competitive.

The Opportunity: Digital technologies coupled with next-generation communications infrastructure applied across the region 
could provide industry with the means to:

• Achieve greater efficiency and productivity outcomes;
• Open new markets;
• Develop new products and service offerings;
• Improve and innovate through data driven decision making, and
• Transition to more competitive business models.

The Challenge: Much of the Mid West region’s industry lags its competitors in access to World’s Best Practice communications infrastructure, the 
collation of business relevant data and intelligence and the awareness of the beneficial application of digital technologies to realise improved 
business outcomes.

The Strategy: Implement a program of Smart Initiatives that will introduce Mid West industry to innovative practices and opportunities enabled by 
digital infrastructure and involving digital applications and technologies. Establish a data collection and translation program to equip Mid West 
industry with a competitive edge through the use of digital analytics and tools such as the Pawsey Supercomputing Centre. Support the 
development of a dedicated creative industries sector in the Mid West region. 

(Note: Projects identified as “Transformational” are listed in boldface type) 

LEAD

Smart Agriculture

Data to Knowledge

PROGRAM PROJECT STATUS

Chapman Valley Smart Farm Cluster

Mingenew/Irwin Smart Farming

Crop monitoring by Drones

LoRa sensor network trial

Existing

Existing

Existing

New Development

Origo

Mingenew – Irwin Group

New Era Ag-Tech

Grow IT (WA)

Digital Data Bank

Mid West Visitor/Tourist Study

Pawsey Centre Mid West Analysis

New Development

New Development

New Development

MWDC

Optimi Digital & InHouse Group

MWDC/Pollinators
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The Challenge: Without equitable access to next generation communications infrastructure and the digital technologies and applications this 
supports, the smaller and most remote communities across the region will struggle to grow, attract visitors and retain businesses.

The Strategy: Deploying adequate and sustainable communications infrastructure, (as well as transformative digital technologies and 
applications), relies on establishing commercially viable circumstances. Achieving this may sometimes require access to various government 
support for a start-up phase, (for example, loan guarantees or infrastructure development grants)  These will need to be developed in order to 
deliver a sustainable and equitable means of securing these arrangements to the smaller and most remote communities across the region.   

LEAD

Smart Communities

Digital Services

PROGRAM PROJECT STATUS

Community Wi-Fi (25 towns)

Digital Village Green

Digital4All Community Hubs

Smart Community Coaching 

Community Analytics Platform

New Project

New Project

New Initiative

New Initiative

New Initiative

TBA

Geraldton Creative Lab

CRCs

Flying Squad

Local Government

Mid West TeleGov Network

CRC Video Conference Network

WA Telehealth expansion

Urban Extension Professionals

New Development

Existing Initiative

New Development

New Initiative

CRCs

CRCs

WA Country Health

CRCs

STRATEGIC FOCUS AREA 2: VIBRANT MID WEST COMMUNITIES
The Problem: The social and economic amenity experienced in the rural areas and smaller regional towns often falls well short of 
that available and accessible in larger regional and urban centres. Difficulty in accessing adequate communications services impacts 
on population retention, business sustainability and external visitation. This often leads to a sense of isolation and perceived 
neglect.

The Opportunity: Digital technologies and applications coupled with next generation communications infrastructure, applied in an 
equitable manner across the region, can provide all communities with the ability to experience a similar standard of social and 
economic amenity as that of larger regional centres such as Geraldton.
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The Challenge: To achieve this the Mid West needs to implement initiatives to develop locally and attract externally, thought leaders, idealists 
and entrepreneurs. World’s best practice innovation facilities will also be needed to encourage these individuals to develop on an ongoing basis 
disruptive solutions that will transform the Mid West.

The Strategy: Develop world class innovation facilities which will attract talented entrepreneurs and nurture skills, ideas and outcomes that can 
be adopted by industry and communities across the Mid West, to help improve social and economic activities relevant to the Mid West. 
Encourage collaboration between local stakeholders to integrate their strengths to create better skills development and idea generation. 
Encourage the adoption of an innovation culture across Mid West Industry, public service providers and the community at large. 

This initiative is currently being progressed through the Mid West Innovation Agenda—A collaboration between the Mid West Development 
Commission and Pollinators social enterprise collective.

LEAD

Innovation Culture

Build Capabilities

PROGRAM PROJECT STATUS

Mid West Gov Hack team

Mid West Oz App Participation

Mid West Digital Hackathon

Regional Tech Innovation Challenge

New Initiative

New Initiative

New Initiative

New Initiative

Digital Dojo

Digital Dojo

Digital Dojo

Digital Dojo

Digital DoJo

CRC Innovation Hubs

New Development

New Development
Pollinators & TAFE

CRCs

STRATEGIC FOCUS AREA 3: AN INNOVATION-DRIVEN FUTURE
The Problem: The Mid West, like many regional areas, must uncover new and innovative ways to overcome traditional barriers 
and challenges in order for its economy to remain globally competitive and to ensure that its communities experience an 
equitable level of social existence.

The Opportunity: Australia is experiencing an innovation renaissance.  With the appropriate digitally-enabled facilities and skilled 
people, the Mid West can tap into this movement and develop an innovation-based approach to drive growth and improved 
prosperity across all elements of its economy and society.
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The Challenge: To achieve this joined-up state requires a ubiquitous level of high-speed communications infrastructure deployed equitably across 
the region, connecting all areas of industry and communities. It then requires a similar deployment of digital applications and platforms to support 
all forms of services delivery to enable equitable economic and social amenity.

The Strategy: Look to establish a region-wide communications network built around fit-for-purpose infrastructure that aims to deploy the highest 
standard of connectivity and capacity to all parts of the Mid West. Leverage this regional network to support the delivery of improved health, 
education, emergency services and law enforcement and professional services to every community.   

LEAD

Mid West Network

Digital Public Services

Mid West Virtual Co-Op

PROGRAM PROJECT STATUS

Mid West Regional Service Provider

Mid West International Links
Existing Initiatives

New Development

Various

Trident Subsea Cable

Telehealth network expansion

Virtual Education Platform

Online State Government

Rich Media Emergency Services

Mid West Online Mall

Mid West Online Disposal

Midwest China Connect

New Development

New Development

New Initiative

Existing Project

New Initiative

New Initiative

New Initiative

WA Country Health

GUC & TAFE

GCIO

Origo & DFES

Digital Dojo & Creative Lab

Digital Dojo & Creative Lab

MWDC & CGG

STRATEGIC FOCUS AREA 4: ANYBODY TO EVERYWHERE, GLOBALLY CONNECTED
The Problem: The Mid West region is not ‘joined’ up, either digitally or through available or affordable communications 
infrastructure. This means some of the region’s communities and businesses struggle to connect back to Geraldton, let alone to 
other areas of WA, the rest of the nation and internationally.

The Opportunity: A connected  Mid West region provides everyone everywhere with the opportunity to access and leverage the 
global economy through exports to expanded markets, access to new ideas and innovation and the attraction of external 
visitations. A joined-up region can also better manage capacity and capability demands by more effectively ‘sharing’ this around
and ensuring that no individual, organisation or community feels isolated or left out.
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The Challenge: The digital world is creating its own environmental impact and must be managed along with other social and 
economic practices. Alternative and diverse communications solutions will need to be adopted, to enable real time monitoring and
measurement of the human impact across the Mid West.

The Strategy: Leverage the deployment of a region wide-communications network to deploy sensor arrays, to monitor sensitive 
areas and natural resource concentrations as well as major tourism attractions. Implement a region-wide digital waste 
management and recycling program to mitigate environmental impact and provide second-hand digital resources to the needy 
and disadvantaged.  

LEAD

Regional Sensor Arrays

Digital Waste Management

PROGRAM PROJECT STATUS

Sensitive location visitor monitor

Transport Corridors Study

Feral pest tracking

New Development

New Initiative

New Initiative

State Agencies & Digital Dojo

Optimi Digital & InHouse Group

TBC

Mid West Digital Waste Collection 

Digital device recycling

New Initiative

New Initiative

Mid West Councils

Activ Foundation

STRATEGIC FOCUS AREA 5: ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY
The Problem: Like the rest of the world, the Mid West must balance economic growth against the emergence of a carbon-
constrained world and ensure that the modern consumption-based way of life does not place undue pressures on the region’s 
natural attractions and diverse environment.

The Opportunity: Monitoring and management of the diverse and expansive Mid West environment can be accomplished through 
the adaption of digital technologies and communications services. This allows for the region’s ongoing social and economic 
practices to be monitored and managed in a sustainable manner and ensure that any adverse impact can be identified in real-time 
and lead to a responsive solution.
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The Challenge: To convince all stakeholders (including industry, Local/State/Federal Governments and Community Groups) across 
the region that through collaboration, co-investment and backing a ‘joined up’ approach it will be possible to reduce the equity
gap in communications services standards for many of the remote and rural communities of the Mid West.

The Strategy: Leverage multiple stakeholder needs and capabilities to create viable infrastructure development projects, which 
lead to improved communications services into rural and remote areas of the region. Aggregate demand across diverse 
stakeholders in order to create viable business models for investment and operation of enhanced communications services. 
Leverage other infrastructure and utility development projects to extend fibre and wireless based solutions deeper into the 
region.   

LEAD

Mobile Blackspots

Optimal Regional 

Networks

Abrolhos Islands 

Connectivity

PROGRAM PROJECT STATUS

Mid West Competitive Backhaul

Regional Telco Project

Mobile Black Spots Program

Connectivity Demand Audit

New Development

Existing Initiatives

Existing Initiatives

New Initiatives

TBC

Dept. of Commerce

Australian Government

Mobile Carriers

N. Midlands Councils Wireless

Chapman Valley Wireless

Community FttP

NBN 3-Year roll-out plan

Technology Review

Fixed Wireless Link

Mobile telephony

Existing Project

New Development

New Development

New & Existing Projects

Existing Initiatives

Existing Project

Prospective project

Coorow Shire

Chapman Valley Council

Private network provider

NBN

WA Fisheries

Node1

Mobile carrier

STRATEGIC FOCUS AREA 6: REGION-WIDE DIGITAL CAPABILITY AND CONNECTIVITY
The Problem: A region the size of the Mid West with a sparse disbursement of population (see Map 2) struggles to achieve an 
equitable deployment of capable and reliable communications services. This makes the deployment of many digital solutions, 
technologies and applications problematic and costly for many rural and remote communities.

The Opportunity: By adopting a ‘joined up’ and ‘sharing economy’ approach to investment and development of communications 
infrastructure across the region, it is possible to build a communications platform that will support many of the programs and 
projects outlined in this Strategy.
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The Challenge: Building initial and ongoing awareness and understanding in a dynamic digital world. Then unleashing each 
informed individual, organisation’s and community’s full potential will require access to the online world  and appropriately
presented content, through best practice infrastructure, at an affordable price. 

The Strategy: Establish a dedicated mobile education team that can reach out to each community, organisation and individual, and 
build their digital participation through awareness, information, education and coaching. Redeploy recycled digital devices across 
the region to assist those who struggle to afford to participate on equal terms and ensure that content is developed and presented 
in a manner that is accessible to a diverse audience. Set up ‘hubs’ to assist people and organisations who struggle with access or 
familiarity, which may impair their digital participation. 

STRATEGIC FOCUS AREA 7: INCLUSION AND PARTICIPATION
The Problem: A significant digital divides exist across the Midwest region. Education, access, affordability and location are key 
factors in the ability for any organisation or individual to realise the optimal benefits that digital technology, applications and the 
online world have to offer. Many within the Midwest region struggle daily with one or more of these factors.

The Opportunity: Adopting a collaborative and shared approach to digital inclusion will make it is possible to ensure that every 
individual, organisation and community across the region has the ability to adequately participate in the digital world in a manner 
that ensures they derive the optimal benefits and opportunities from the experience.

LEAD

Digital Literacy

Digital Access

Digital Participation

PROGRAM PROJECT STATUS

Digital Flying Squad

Community Collaboration Hubs
New Project

New Initiative

MWDC

CRCs

Digital Device Bank

Low cost Broadband Plans

Low cost Mobile Plans

Go-Digi Program

Online Education Resources

Existing Project

Existing Initiative

Existing Initiative

Existing Initiative

New Initiative

Local Councils

Carriers

MNOs

Infoxchange

Libraries
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The Challenge: Currently, the Midwest lacks world class creative development and production facilities, capable of supporting the 
creation of digitally vibrant and augmented content and complimentary delivery applications. Without such capabilities and skills the 
region will have to rely on talent from elsewhere to develop solutions that can do justice to the region’s attractions and points of 
interest.  

The Strategy: Build a level of collaboration between key stakeholders responsible for presenting the Midwest narrative and the local 
creative sector. Facilitate the establishment of a world -class digital creative development lab in Geraldton, capable of producing 
market ready content and products for the local, interstate and international audiences. Produce anywhere, anytime interpretive 
applications and content to tell the stories of the Abrolhos Islands, the HMAS Sydney and the SKA project.   

STRATEGIC FOCUS AREA 8: MID WEST DIGITAL NARRATIVE
The Problem: The Midwest has a largely undervalued cluster of creative individuals and organisations that struggle to derive a 
reasonable living from their pursuits and of which the rest of the outside world is largely unaware. Conversely, the region has a 
number of world class natural attractions and places of interest that could only be fully appreciated through digital creative 
representation due to isolation, inaccessibility or a need to protect their pristine environment.

The Opportunity: Through the utilisation of emerging digital technologies such as augmented reality, virtual reality and holographic 
projections the region’s attractions and history can be experienced in a near-realistic and immersive manner. Locating such capability 
within the region would also provide opportunities for local creative talent to demonstrate their skills and build capacity to export a 
mix of virtual and physical creative work beyond the Midwest.

LEAD

Digital Industries

“Extraordinary Geraldton”

Digital Tourism

PROGRAM PROJECT STATUS

Mid West Digital Creative Lab

Creative Production Skills 

Development 

New Project

New Initiative

MWDC & 

TAFE

Interactive Digital Studio

Digital Trails

Community online websites

Mid West online explorer website

New Project

New Initiative

New Initiative

New Initiative

WA Museum Geraldton 

Local Councils & Creative Lab

Local Councils & Creative Lab

Digital Dojo & Creative Lab 21



The Transformational Projects
The Strategic Plan identifies six projects that have the capacity to create a disruptive or transformative impact on the region as a whole. These 
Transformational Projects not only offer the real potential to enhance social and economic outcomes but have the potential to underpin many of the 
secondary initiatives, developments and projects incorporated within the three-year work program. 

These projects have been classified as Transformational because they demonstrate a number of significant characteristics or qualities including: 

1. The potential to create a region wide impact.
2. Likely to involve a significant investment commitment and/or create new jobs.
3. Have the potential to unlock broader take-up and utilisation of digital.
4. Expected to create a direct benefit to the broader economy and society.
5. Likely to enable local industry and business to become globally competitive.
6. Underpin real economic growth, attract investment and visitors to the region.

A number of subsidiary or spin-off initiatives and projects have been identified as being made possible through the implementation of these 
Transformational Projects. In essence, the value of these Projects to the Mid West can only be measured by assessing both the direct and indirect 
contributions and outcomes that each is expected to deliver. Alongside the existing activities already underway across the Mid West, these 
Transformational Projects represent the foundations of the Strategy’s three year work program. 

It is expected that following the launch of the Strategy, each of the Transformational Projects will progress to a stage involving  the conduct of a 
detailed scoping exercise and the development of a supportive Business Case. Subject to a successful endorsement of these steps and confirmation of 
funding arrangements, it is expected that a full project implementation plan will be ready for each Project to begin within 12 months.      
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The Transformational Projects

1. Regional 

Competitive

Backhaul*

Access & Affordability

2. Digital Flying 

Squad

Digital Literacy, 

Inclusion & 

Participation

3. Optimal Regional

Networks

Digital Equity & 

Capacity

6. Digital Immersive 

Experiences

Tourists & Investment

4. Mid West Digital 

Creative Lab

Jobs, Skills & Exports

5. Digital Dojos

Jobs  & Skills
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* “Backhaul” is the broadband network capacity (the wires, fibre or wireless) that connects a local or regional network (you and your 

community) back to the core network (the Internet). Without backhaul, a remote local area cannot connect to the Internet.



1. REGIONAL COMPETITIVE BACKHAUL: (Anybody to Everywhere, Globally Connected) 
network deployment. The Mid West understands these issues all too well.
There is not a jurisdiction in Australia that at some time in the past decade has not experienced the limiting characteristics of a lack of backhaul 
capacity or lack of backhaul affordability. Tasmania, for several decades, lamented the fact that only a single provider connected it to mainland 
Australia and the impact that this had on its economy. 3 In Europe, Vodafone has brought to the attention of the regulators the limitations placed on 
deploying wider mobile coverage due to a lack of access to incumbent carrier backhaul capacity. This inability to access existing capacity has a major 
anti-competitive impact on new 
The Australian Government’s Regional Backbone Blackspots Program (RBBP), established in 2009 aimed to address this very situation in some of the 
most isolated areas of regional Australia. Nextgen Group (as Nextgen Networks) won the bid to design, construct, manage, operate and maintain new 
competitive backbone transmission links on behalf of the Australian Government. Nextgen Group now offers competing wholesale services using the 
RBBP network assets, enforced through contractual terms underpinned by the funding agreement with the Australian Government. This example 
provides a useful example on a national scale of how this issue can be addressed, but more still needs to be done to improve affordability. Another 
example of this is the Alberta SuperNet development in Canada. This region-wide backhaul development enabled local communities to access 
affordable links, to support the local development of cooperative last-mile and distributions networks in some of the most remote and rural areas of 
Alberta.

Outside of Geraldton, a monopoly exists across much of the Mid West in 
the provision of backhaul services linking each community back into the 
main communications networks. The lack of competitive, capable and 
affordable backhaul is the single major limiting factor in the deployment 
of more digital services throughout the Mid West. An ability to 
overcome this issue would largely unlock the strategic aspirational 
outcomes expressed in this Strategy.

A major impediment to the availability of competitive backhaul is the 
existence of a viable business case. The sparseness of the population  
(see Map 1) means that a traditional approach would be unlikely to 
achieve a return-on-investment hurdle threshold. An alternative public 
and private partnership must be explored to address a critical situation 
of unaffordable backhaul which exists throughout WA.

Mitigation of capital costs can be achieved through the leveraging of 
other infrastructure deployment along allocated corridors. It is expected 
that a solution would be achieved in an incremental manner, addressing 
specific routes between regional communities as and when supportive 
arrangements could be identified and then leveraged. It is anticipated 
that an initial scoping study be carried out to identify early affordable 
deployment options and Best Practice business models. 

Case Study: Alberta SuperNet
A broadband superhighway, conceived and built by the Government of 
Alberta, Bell Canada and Axia NetMedia. It links 4,200 government, health, 
library and learning facilities in 429 communities and brings affordable high-
speed network access options to nearly the entire province. The Alberta 
SuperNet is opening the door to new economic opportunities, expanding the 
borders of learning and healthcare, and capturing the imagination of Albertans 
everywhere. 

The SuperNet comprises 13,000 kilometres of wireless and fibre optic cable 
laid across Alberta. It’s a major piece of physical infrastructure that allows 
multiple streams of video, audio and other data – including the Internet as just 
one of its components – to be delivered on a single powerful network. All of 
the province’s learning facilities, health centres, libraries and government 
locations are hard-wired in. The Alberta SuperNet uses an open access model, 
to create a competitive environment for independent service providers to 
deliver ultra-high-speed services, including Internet access, to their retail and 
business customers. This is especially welcome in rural areas of the province. 

3. Regional Telecommunications Review 2015, Tasmanian Government Submission
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2. DIGITAL FLYING SQUAD: (Inclusion & Participation)
According to Canada’s Centre for Digital Media and Literacy “Digital literacy is more than technological know-how: it includes a wide variety of 
ethical, social, and reflective practices that are embedded in work, learning, leisure, and daily life.” In effect, there are a multitude of different literacy 
states that an individual must attain to be competent within the digital world.  A better way to think of digital literacy is that it does not represent an 
ability to use digital technology but involves an ability to draw on skills, understanding and experiences, to derive value from technology and the 
online world. An individual’s standard of digital literacy can be measure in their level of participation and the outcomes they achieve through the 
utilisation of digital technologies.

Given that the digital world is constantly evolving, the ability to attain and retain a 
reasonable standard of digital literacy can be challenging (see Chart 1). This becomes 
almost impossible when options to interact with the digital world are limited, as can be 
the case for people that live and work in rural and remote communities.

The pictured model (right) illustrates the many interrelated elements that fall under the 
digital literacy umbrella. These range from basic access, awareness and training to 
inform citizens and the building of consumer and user confidence to highly 
sophisticated, and more complex creative and critical literacies and outcomes.

The solution is to take the digital  experience out to these communities and provide 
them with a degree of immersiveness that leaves behind a residue of understanding,  
awareness and skills. This is the concept of addressing digital inclusion. Geography is 
not the only limiting barrier. Disability, education and age can also have an impact on 
the development of digital literacy standards. However, a region-wide high standard of 
digital literacy will become the foundation upon which a digitally-enabled future is 
achieved.

To generate a high standard of Digital Literacy, across a minimum of 80% of the 
Region’s population within the next two years will require a dedicated mobile team of 
digital learning professionals. This is the Digital Flying Squad.

It is anticipated that the Mid West Digital Flying Squad could become the blueprint for a 
broader program of digital inclusion across all of regional WA. As such, this is seen as a 
Government responsibility (both State and Local) and funding for this project will be 
sought through Royalties for Regions. This is expected to be supplemented by in-kind 
support from local Councils in the use of their facilities to conduct digital literacy 
programs and activities and to communicate the provision of these engagement 
opportunities to their communities.

Canada’s Centre for Digital Media and Literacy – Digital Literacy Model
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3. OPTIMAL DIGITAL NETWORKS: (Region-Wide Digital Capability)
Because the National Broadband Network (NBN) is a Commonwealth Government initiative, communities across the Mid West region have had little 
or no input into decisions regarding the infrastructure or standard of technology that will be deployed within their locality. The majority of 
communities outside Geraldton and the council areas adjacent to it will be connected to the NBN via its “SkyMuster” satellite technology (see Map 
3). Whilst this may make sense for micro settlements, isolated homesteads and remote road houses, it is a significant disadvantage to those 
communities that contain a fair degree of social and economic infrastructure (schools, health centres, shops, post office, hotels and small businesses). 

Advocating for upgraded infrastructure options to be provided by State and local Government bodies has made little difference to NBN deployment 
plans. The NBN provides a complex option (the Technology Choice Program) for a community to seek an upgraded technology solution, however, 
experiences from elsewhere in Australia have to date proved this approach is unaffordable for virtually any community and has little likelihood of 
success. 4 Evidence is mounting across Australia that many regional communities are now seeking alternatives to the NBN, to enable their households 
and businesses in particular, to have access to higher standards of broadband infrastructure and services. A number of Mid West regions have 
already commenced exploring such options including Councils in the North Midlands, Chapman Valley and the Murchison regions.

The ability to deploy alternative distribution or ‘last mile’ networks into 
many of the affected Mid West communities will rely heavily on the 
successful deployment of Mid West Competitive Backhaul. It will be 
possible to address some communities initially using a combination of 
microwave and fixed wireless technologies as is the case for Chapman 
Valley and the North Midlands. The ability to link back to Geraldton or 
Perth and from there to the rest of the world via competitive backhaul, 
will prove to be a critical factor in attracting alternative network and 
service providers.

This transformational activity is unique in that it represents a Program of 
Work rather than a distinctive project. It incorporates initiatives and 
projects that are already under way as well as the identification of new 
and emerging providers, which have the potential to deploy alternative 
solutions to the NBN where it is warranted and cost-effective to do so. 

Much of the success of this Program of Work will come from identifying 
and attracting providers delivering solutions elsewhere in Australia and 
other parts of the globe, to consider entering the Mid West market.    

ECFibre.Net
The East Central Vermont Community Fiber-Optic Network (ECFiber), is a 235-
mile Fiber-to-the-Home (FTTH) network that currently connects over 1,200 
customers across 24 small towns in east central Vermont, USA. ECFibre’s mission 
is to build and operate a universal, open access, fiber-to-the premises network, 
bringing state-of-the art connectivity to every home, business and civic 
institution in all of our member towns.

ECFibre’s top priority is reaching as many un-served and under-served locations 
as possible, with a focus on back roads and outlying neighbourhoods. The 
network is expanded on a community basis. Primary investments have come 
from individuals who wanted to help make high-speed broadband a reality in 
their neighbourhood. Funding is supplemented by selected investors that 
believe in the ECFibre mission and objectives.

ECFibre was formed in 2008 because a group of Vermont towns recognized high-
speed Internet as the equivalent necessity for full participation in the 21st-
century economy and felt they were being left out.

4. http://www.zdnet.com/article/nbn-tech-choice-program-delivers-just-three-fttp-connections-in-a-year/
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4. MID WEST DIGITAL CREATIVE LAB: (Mid West Digital Narrative) 
The Mid West has a growing cluster of creative enterprises and individuals. The local industry could benefit significantly from enhanced skills in creative 
production, market development and product distribution. In many cases raw creativity is ‘shipped’ to Perth where professional producers refine and 
shape it into the final product for distribution and consumption globally. The objective of establishing the Mid West Creative Lab is to develop and then 
deploy these skill sets so as to retain elements of the creative and production process within the region, and potentially, to attract new talent to the Mid 
West to work in this sector. The aim is to export Mid West creativity directly to the world without the need to involve Perth expertise or infrastructure, 
and to create an environment which could attract world-class creative talent to the region.

The Mid West Creative Lab has two distinctive elements: The first is the creation of an ability to develop local producers and production-based skills and 
expertise; the second is to provide this newly-created production capability with the tools, equipment and facility in which to apply their skills and talent. 
This will also include an ability to develop national and international markets for Mid West content and to package up and distribute products directly 
from the region to anywhere in the world via the region’s high-speed optical fibre network. The Creative Lab is expected to be set up and then managed 
by members of the existing local creative sector who already possess knowledge and understanding of production and a willingness to work with the Mid 
West Development Commission and other stakeholders, to develop further talent and capability that can address market requirements.  

Activity is underway by a select number of experienced creative locals to 
pursue the objective of localised production and distribution. This 
Strategy aims to harness this initial momentum and build upon it, to 
help create a more professional and capable digital creative sector in the 
Mid West.

The Mid West Development Commission would work with these local 
creatives alongside the Central Regional TAFE and the GUC, to establish 
appropriate skills development programs and nationally accredited 
qualifications relating to digital media and content production and 
distribution. This is to be supported by investment in ‘state of the art’ 
media production facilities.

This Project is seen as a significant contributor not only to the creation 
of internationally-recognisable digital media products but could enable 
locals to contribute to other initiatives and projects proposed under the 
Strategy.  In particular, the establishment of the Creative Lab might 
enable local talent to assist the Geraldton Museum, making 
contributions to the proposed interactive digital studio exhibits relating 
to the Abrolhos Islands Batavia Story, HMAS Sydney II story and the 
implementation of the SKA Telescope in the Murchison.

The Creative Economy and Future of Employment: NESTA
According to UK Innovation body NESTA, the Creative Economy is one of the 
UK’s unsung success stories, making up almost a tenth of its value-added 
product. It is deeply rooted in national history and accounts for 2.6 million 
jobs, making it larger than sectors like Advanced Manufacturing, Financial 
Services and Construction. 1.8 million of these jobs are in creative occupations 
including advertising professionals, computer programmers, actors and video 
games developers – all who are highly educated, uniquely skilled and key 
drivers of innovation. 

Crucially, new research from NESTA shows that in the future creative jobs will 
also be more resistant to automation. In Creativity vs. Robots it is shown that 
creativity is inversely related to “computerisability”.  87% of highly creative 
workers are at low or no risk of replacement by automation, compared with 
40% of jobs in the broader UK workforce.

A further new study for NESTA, undertaken by Simetrica, shows that creative 
occupations tend to be characterised by higher than average levels of life 
satisfaction, worthwhileness and happiness. The are in effect the “good” jobs.
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5. THE DIGITAL DOJO:  (An innovation-Driven Future) 
According to the Australian Government’s National Innovation & Science Agenda, “…an estimated 75% of jobs in the fastest growing industries in the 
next five to ten years will need science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) skills and almost all jobs will require ICT literacy”. Faced 
with such an expectation, the Mid West must equip itself with sufficient skilled people or see industry and jobs shift to other jurisdictions.

Skills training and knowledge engagement is undergoing a significant transformation due to the pace of digital disruption and the economy-wide 
appetite for innovation. The emergence of new enterprise collaboration hubs and tech start-up incubators is challenging traditional paradigms in the 
formation and creation of skills. As much if not more is being learnt in these new entrepreneurial incubators as was traditionally delivered through 
structure vocational qualifications and places of learning.

Not everyone will succeed in building a successful, self-employing business and many will need to fall back onto formal qualifications, to develop the 
skills to attain employment elsewhere. The concept of the Digital Dojo is not to dissuade people from pursuing their entrepreneurial aspirations but 
to ensure that if or when this does not eventuate they have nationally recognizable skills and qualifications to still make a contribution to the digitally 
enabled future of the Mid West.  

The Digital Dojo offers the best of both worlds. It leverages the freestyle 
nature and collaborative environment of the Tech Start-up incubator as 
well as the formal skills development structure of a nationally 
recognized vocational digital related qualification. Through a partnership 
between Pollinators and Central Regional TAFE, a dedicated and 
customized development environment is created, to both encourage 
local talent and new start-ups whilst ensuring an adequate level of 
qualified skills is produced to meet the future demands of the Mid West 
economy.

The Digital Dojo will feed a number of other digital initiatives and 
projects through the new enterprises it facilitates and the broad range 
of digital skills its graduates possess. In time, alongside the Mid West 
Creative Hub, it will become the engine room for talented and skilled 
operators to branch out across the region and lead both industry and 
communities towards a digitally-enabled future.

The Digital Dojo is expected to become the template for all future skill 
requirements to support ICT, digital media, systems development and 
network operations and maintenance for the Mid West. In time it may 
even provide skill requirements for the adjacent regions.

Australia’s Digital Pulse: Deloitte, 2015
According to this detailed report of ICT workers in Australia “Digital disruption 
is dramatically changing industries and occupations across the economy.” “The 
number of Information and Communications Technology (ICT) workers  
increased to 600,000 in 2014, and now more than half (52%) are in industries 
outside ICT itself.” 

The report goes on to suggest that the demand for ICT workers in Australia is 
expected to increase by 100,000 workers over the next four years, to more 
than 700,000 workers in 2020. In particular, growth is expected to be strongest 
for technical, professional, management and operational occupations. The 
problem is that ICT graduates has been in decline since the early 2000’s.

According to the latest issue of  the IMD World Competitiveness Yearbook, 
Australia’s information technology skills have dropped from a ranking of 27 last 
year to 36 this year. It is clear that a new approach to attract and then develop 
the required number of skilled workers is needed, to enable the digital future 
as suggested by Australia’s National Innovation & Science Agenda.
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6. DIGITAL IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCES
WA MUSEUM GERALDTON: DEVELOPING DIGITAL EXPERIENCES, DIGITAL COMPETENCY AND REGIONAL DIGITAL CAPACITY: (Mid West Digital Narrative)
The Mid West has a diverse range of unique natural and historically-significant attractions--many of which are the focus of exhibits and presentations in the 
WA Museum, Geraldton. Three specific aspects on the Mid West’s past and future have become world-renowned areas of interest. These include:

• The Abrolhos Islands and the story of the Batavia wreck and its survivors;
• The HMAS Sydney II and its battle with the German auxiliary cruiser Kormoran; and,
• The development of the Murchison Radio-astronomy Observatory (MRO) and its part in the International Square Kilometre Array Telescope project.

Each of these incredibly fascinating stories has attracted international attention and visitors to the Mid West each year, yet each also presents significant 
challenges for individuals to engage deeply in the story. Inaccessible locations and the delicate physical artefacts that bring these amazing events to life often 
make direct contact impractical. However, exciting new technology now enables visitors to “virtually” immerse themselves into the experiences of these 
stories, overcoming these barriers. Through the abilities of creative talent coupled with advanced digital development and production facilities the Mid West 
intends to explore the development of world-class interactive, digital experiential capabilities, covering each event and each location in every detail. This can 
occur using a mix of augmented and virtual reality technology housed in the museum, which will give visitors a personal connection and experience of these 
amazing stories as they unfold before them.   

MWDC proposes to collaborate with the WA Museum to assist museum 
management with the strategic development of the proposed world-
class, digital immersive exhibits as described in its “Business Case 2014-
15” (currently under consideration for Royalties for Regions support)

MWDC believes these experiences will play a key role in and become a  
pivotal attractor for new tourism traffic to the Mid West.

A longer-term aim is to establish a collaboration/partnership between 
the WA Museum Geraldton and a proposed Mid West Digital Creative 
Lab. Working in concert, this partnership might provide the Museum 
with local resources to assist with the development over time new world 
class exhibits both in Geraldton’s WA Museum, and using immersive 
digital technology, additional exhibits in external locations around the 
Mid West.

The exhibits will be developed, created and curated by museum staff to 
form an integral part of their ongoing exhibits, increasing the Mid West’s 
visibility internationally and encouraging more national and 
international visitors to the region. 

Case Study: Titanic Belfast
Titanic Belfast is a visitor attraction and a monument to Belfast's maritime 
heritage on the site of the former Harland & Wolff shipyard in the city's Titanic 
Quarter where the RMS Titanic was built. The exhibition, was expected to 
attract 425,000 visitors annually, of whom between 130,000–165,000 would 
come from outside Northern Ireland. First year visitor numbers significantly 
exceeded projections, with 807,340 visitors passing through its doors, of which 
471,702 were from outside Northern Ireland.

Titanic Belfast's exhibition was designed by London based exhibition designers 
Event Communications and consists of nine interpretative and interactive 
galleries covering the history of the ship from construction, to sinking and then 
rediscovery. A combination of historical artifacts, illustrations and the use of 
augmented and virtual reality content is used to bring to life events that took 
place more than 100 years ago. 

Visitors immerse themselves in such activities as the building of the ship, its 
launch, aspects of its maiden voyage and the terrible circumstances that led to 
its sinking. The final gallery is devoted to exploring the ship in its watery grave.  
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3-Year Work Plan
As detailed previously, the Work Plan associated with this Strategy was compiled by integrating existing activities along with Best-Practice examples from 
other parts of Australia and overseas and taking onboard ideas and advice from our panel of industry advisors and experts. This has then been organised
in alignment with the eight Strategic Focus Areas and in many cases these are interdependent on one or more of the six key Transformational Projects.

This Strategy connects with each and every other strategic approach established in support of the Mid West Regional Blueprint. This includes those 
Strategies already developed or under development, including the Tourism, Health and Business Development Strategies and the Innovation Agenda. It is 
anticipated that there will be some degree of crossover between the Work Plan established under this Strategy and the programs of work included in the 
other strategic approaches. Where possible, attempts will be made to integrate and harmonise this Strategy’s Work Plan with other activities supporting 
the Regional Blueprint’s objectives. 

Transformational 

Projects

Subsidiary Projects

Spin-Off Projects

Existing     

Projects

New Ideas 

New Concepts
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PRIORITISATION OF THE 3 YEAR WORK PLAN
The Three Year Work Plan has also been put through a prioritisation assessment process and each individual project has been allocated a priority 
classification based on the following categories: (See attached Strategic Action Plan for details)

Very High

Transformational impact, shovel-ready, immediate start, expected to 

produce a significant outcome and/or requiring little or no State 

funding.

High

May be subject to supportive business case, may require some degree 

of State funding, facilitation & direction from MWDC, desired by 

regional stakeholders and has an identified lead proponent.

Medium

Will occur on its own, subject to funding approval, government 

clearances, funding availability or business case, or needs 

confirmation of lead proponent.
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Deliverables & Outcomes
This Strategic Plan aims to pursue activities and a Work Plan aimed a producing outcomes and delivering results that are in line with the objectives of 
the Mid West Regional Blueprint. Above all, the major deliverables expected of this Strategic Plan are to:

• Ensure an equitable and affordable level of communications infrastructure and services are deployed to every community throughout the Mid 
West region; to keep local business and industry competitive and enable individuals to participate effectively in the online world;

• Ensure that every household and business across the Mid West can access a sufficient standard of broadband communication services so as to 
experience as close as possible an equivalent level of social and economic amenity as that achieved in major regional centres and urban areas;

• Encourage Mid West Business and households to become active digital participants and achieve a high standard of digital literacy;

• Enable the creation of new high net-worth jobs and encourage individuals to seek out and develop skills and expertise that support the future 
economic and social needs of the region, and

• Secure investment into the region through further infrastructure development and the attraction of digitally-infused enterprises. 

Whilst no specific targets have been set under the Strategic Plan at this time, it is anticipated that following the completion of detailed business cases 
for the key Transformational Projects, a set of measurable performance indicators will be instigated and tracked across the Three Year Work Plan. 

These will include (but not be limited to) the following measures:

1. Quantum of investment – ($)

2. Creation of new employment – (Jobs)

3. Level of digital participation – (ABS Household Use and Business Use of IT)

4. Skills capacity – (VET (Vocational Education and Training) and Geraldton University Centre

digitally-associated graduates)

5. Economic diversity – (new start-up enterprises)

6. Digitally enabled and/or created Exports – ($)

7. Outcomes achieved/completed – (number)
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Conclusion
The digital age is upon us. Each day new innovation and new development introduces greater disruption to the way we live and work. This is a global 
phenomenon and those who learn to harness and then leverage this digital revolution obtain a real competitive advantage in the world. The Mid West 
needs to participate in this revolution or risk falling behind. 

The current generation are largely natives of the digital age, however, they will still need guidance and assistance to build the skills and expertise to 
take the Mid West forward. For the rest of us who find that digital and technology are not second nature, inclusive programs that help to build our 
literacy and encourage our participation will be vital. If we do not understand the digital world in its modern context then it will not be possible to 
actively participate in this dynamically unfolding world.

Of course, participation is contingent on access to reliable, capable and affordable communications infrastructure. The aim is to uplift the region as a 
whole; to realise the opportunities and experience the benefits. In order for this to take place we must ensure that every Mid West community, 
business and individual can gain access to affordable, reliable and effective next-generation communications services. This includes both mobile and 
fixed connectivity, so that Mid West residents can utilise and exploit the capability that the digital world has to offer, regardless of where they live or 
work.

We must make the Mid West an attractive place for people to visit. This means that we must meet expectations in relation to digital access, enabling 
each person to remain connected beyond the region, when they come to visit. We also need effective communications across the region, to support 
applications and services that will assist in reinforcing a unique and positive experience for each and every visitor whilst in the Mid West. The 
technology will also assist in monitoring the impact from visitors and support future strategic initiatives to ensure a more equitable deployment of 
tourism across the region and keep an eye on any degradation to the landscape and our natural resources.

Digital and effective communications capability offers a real chance to close the many divides that exist within the region. To create the ability to 
extend the standards of social and economic amenity taken for granted in urban and large regional centres, to the most remote communities. To equip 
people with disabilities with options to participate on an equitable social and work level within their communities. To boost the skills and knowledge of 
individuals, ensuring that all indigenous people are included in the digital education journey, so that they may seek out and obtain a meaningful 
vocation. To enable every person with an idea and a dream, to explore their options of bringing this to reality. In many ways, the development of a 
digitally-enabled Mid West is the application of strategies to bring freedoms to those that at this time feel isolated, insignificant or incapable of 
realising their goals.

As has been previously stated, the digital world is highly dynamic and what we experience today can be greatly altered by tomorrow. In the spirit of 
this reality, this Strategic Plan will be published not in paper form but in the medium of its focus, online as an interactive website. This approach 
will enable digital applications to be leveraged to keep stakeholders informed of its implementation and impact. To track and report on outcomes and 
deliverables and to easily update and modify the initiatives when new innovation emerges and future disruption occurs. It will become an ongoing 
enduring strategy for the Mid West, not just a snapshot in time, always prompting us to extend further, expand higher and try new ideas.  
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Maps, Charts & Tables
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Map 1: Mid West region and resource assets
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Map 2: Mid West Population Density
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Geraldton is at the centre of the yellow area to the lower left, Shark Bay in the upper left; The WA/NT border is at the far right of the illustration 



Map 3 : NBN Fixed Line and Fixed 

Wireless Deployment in the Mid West
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Legend: 

Purple=Fibre to the Premise and Fixed Wireless (Geraldton). 

Brown=Fibre to the Node (Dongara, Kalbarri, Northampton)



Map 4 : NBN Deployment – Australia
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PURPLE REGIONS SHOW THE FORECAST NBN FIXED LINE AND FIXED WIRELESS FOOTPRINTS NATIONALLY. ALL OTHER AREAS

WILL BE SERVED BY SKYMUSTER SATELLITE.



Table 1: Stakeholder Working Group

Stakeholder area Organisation Role in Group Name

1 CGG/Batavia Coast City of Greater Geraldton Senior Representative, CGG Bob Davis

2 MWDC Board
Mid West Development 

Commission
MWDC Board representative

(Position vacant at time of 

Working Group meeting)

3 Agriculture Agrarian Management Senior Exec. Agrarian Mgt.[1] Craig Topham

4
Entrepreneurs, Innovation &

Social Enterprise
Pollinators Senior representative, Pollinators Andrew Outhwaite

5
Indigenous culture and 

communities
Dept of Aboriginal Affairs Senior community role models

Wayne McDonald

Jamie Strickland 

6
Major Industry &

Resources sector
Council of Minerals and Energy Senior representative, CME Rebecca Davidson

7 Tourism WA Tourism Senior representative, WA Tourism Kane Boardman

8 Midlands councils and community Mingenew Shire Senior representative, N. Midlands Martin Whitely

9 Arts, Culture and Museums WA Museum
Senior representative, Arts, Culture 

and Museums
Catherine Belcher

10 Murchison councils and community Shire of Cue Senior representative, Murchison               *

11 Regional Business and Industry 
Mid West Chamber of 

Commerce and Industry
Senior representative, MWCCI               *

12
Community Services, Seniors, 

people with disabilities
Activ Industries

Spokesperson for seniors, people 

with disabilities and special needs
Rosalyn Cumins

13 Millennials & Local Youth Comedy Emporium Youth Julian Canny

14 Rural, remote, outback residents 
Isolated Children’s Parents 

Association

Senior representative, Remote 

Education
Liz Sudlow

15 Small Councils Shire of Coorow
Operational Level Community 

Development Officer
Ted Jack

16 Rural Health Geraldton Regional Hospitals 
Senior executive, regional medical 

and healthcare 
Jeff Calver

[1] As there is no central body representing the Agriculture sector, Agrarian Mgt have ben selected as a defacto person of expertise.

 STAKEHOLDER WORKING GROUP
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* Invited, but was unable to participate



Table 2: Expert Advisory Group
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Project area Organisation Role Name

1 Regional Telecomms Projects WA Commerce WA State government expert Penny Griffin

2 NBN NBN Limited

3 Data Centres/IT Market Creations IT/data centre authority David Whettingsteel

4 Regional Networks Origo Telecoms applications expert Annie Brox

5 Backhaul Great Northern Telecoms Telecoms networks expert Andrew Mangano

6 Mobiles & Wireless Ex-Telstra mobiles Mobiles networks expert Alan Mills

7 Data Analytics In-House Group Digital media & analytics expert Clinton House

8 Mid West Comms Networks Witt & Ritzinger Mobiles technology expert Ralf Ritzinger

9 Sensors and Robotics CSIRO Digital Productivity Internet of Things *
10 Tertiary Education GUC Local Tertiary Education expert Natalie Nelms

11 Millennials/ Gen-Y Cameron McDiven Youth applications expert Cameron McDiven

12 Regional Agriculture SEPWA Smart Agriculture expert Nigel Metz

22 Tourism WA Tourism Tourism expert Kane Boardman

13 Emergency Services DFES
Senior executive, State 
emergency services 

Steve Fewster

14 Regional/rural health Regional Hospital Senior regional healthcare executive Jeff Calver

15 Community Resource Centres Dept. Regional Develop. Senior CRC Executive Rob Leicester

16 Regional Communities Coorow Shire Regional communities representative Ted Jack

17 Fishing Industry WA Fisheries Senior WA Fisheries executive Ron Shepherd

18 Pastoralists Wooleen Station Remote stations representative Frances Jones

19 Science/Research CSIRO Science expert Dr. Phil Crosby

20 Technical Regulation ACMA
Regulatory authority,
communications

21 Market Regulation ACCC Regulatory authority, competition

National network provider *

*

*

* Invited to participate, but at this stage, a nominated representative has not contributed



Table 3: New Mobile sites RTP & MBSP
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Location Program Identifier Expected Due Date

Ajana MBSP-WA-001 Completed

Bunjil MBSP-WA-013 2018

Carnamah East MBSP-WA-018 Oct-Dec 2016

East Yuna MBSP-WA-033 Apr-Jun 2016

Eganu MBSP-WA-035 2018

Horrocks MBSP-WA-050 Oct-Dec 2016

Kalbarri Loop MBSP-WA-055 Oct-Dec 2016

Koolanooka MBSP-WA-057 2018

Latham MBSP-WA-060 Oct-Dec 2016

Maya North MBSP-WA-066 2018

Meanarra Hill MBSP-WA-067 Oct-Dec 2016

Merkanooka MBSP-WA-069 2018

Nabawa MBSP-WA-080 Apr-Jun 2016

Naraling MBSP-WA-083 Apr-Jun 2016

South Yuna MBSP-WA-107 Apr-Jun 2016

Womarden MBSP-WA-123 2018

Yallabatharra MBSP-WA-126 2018

Yandanooka MBSP-WA-128 Oct-Dec 2016

Arrino RTP Only Completed

Carnamah West RTP Only Completed

Legend: 

RTP=Regional Telecommunications Program

MBSP=Mobile Black Spots Programme, Round 1



Chart 1: Australia’s Digital Divide
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Chart 2: Community comments from the 

MW Regional Blueprint consultation

“It is no good having 

infrastructure networks 

passing communities.  

There needs to be a 

connection, fibre has to 

be to the location not to 

copper or node or some 

other.”

“High speed internet (at least 

comparable Internet speed 

with the cities) is a definite 

for the Mid West.  Business is 

getting harder and harder 

without it.  It may come under 

telecommunication, but it 

crosses over everything.”

“Digital and Communications seems to be the one that 

comes to mind that has a long, long way to go to achieve 

anything like the Blueprint says. It seems that Geraldton 

and the Durack area has nowhere near the mobile and 

Internet coverage that it once had and it looks like there 

is no competition in the near future to make this happen. 

Sure, a few more towers will be put up. But the ones that 

are there currently are not working properly, so let’s get 

the communications providers doing their job and provide 

the services that we pay for. I spent a month in a 3rd 

world country and they are better at telecommunications 

than Australia.”

“To be able to stay 

connected--as much as 

we hate that 

technology is taking 

over--is affecting 

businesses. And the 

follow-on from that is 

that it’s impacting 

employment.  A farm 

employee may love the 

job, love the boss and 

the house, but have 

next to no working 

landline and no or poor 

mobile reception--this 

has a huge influence on 

retaining that 

employee.”
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Mid West Digital and 

Communications 

Strategic Action 

Plan
(Attached)
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STRATEGIC FOCUS AREA PROJECT LIST For details, see: Digital and Communications Strategic Action Plan PRIORITY TIMEFRAMES

Competitive Mid West 

Industry
Yuna Farm Group/Chapman Valley Smart Farm Cluster High 6 months

Mingenew/Irwin Smart Farming Cluster High 6-12 months

Crop monitoring by Drones Medium 12 months

LoRa Wide Area Network trial High 12 months

Pawsey Centre regional data assessments High 6 months

Mid West visitor/ tourist study Medium 18 months

Digital Data bank High 6 months

Vibrant Mid West 

Communities
25 Wi-Fi enabled Regional Towns Very High 12 months

Digital Village Green Medium 12 months

Digital4All Community Hubs Medium 12 months

Mid West TeleGov Network Medium 12 months

Urban Extension Professional Services Medium 12 months

CRC Video Conference Network Medium 12 months

Smart Communities Coaching & Planning Medium 12 months

Community Analytics Platform Medium 12 months

An Innovation-driven 

Future
Digital Dojo High 12 months

Community Innovation Hubs High 6 months

Mid West Govhack Very High 3 months

Oz Apps Medium 6 months

Mid West Digital Industry Hack Medium 3 months

Regional Tech Innovation Challenge High 6 months

Chart 1: Strategic Action Plan Summary P1
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Chart 1: Strategic Action Plan Summary P2

STRATEGIC FOCUS AREA PROJECT LIST For details, see: Digital and Communications Strategic Action Plan PRIORITY TIMEFRAMES

Anybody to everybody; 

globally-connected
Mid West International Link High 12 months

Mid West RSP High 6 months

Telehealth network expansion High 12 months

Virtual Education Platform High 12 months

Best Connect Emergency Services (DFES) High Now

Mid West Online Mall High 6 months

Mid West Online Disposal (Auction site) High 18 months

Mid-West China-Connect High 6  months

Environmental sustainability Sensitive location visitor monitoring Medium 12 months

Transport Corridors Study Medium 18 months

Feral Pest Tracking Medium 18 months

Mid West digital waste collection High 12 months

Digital device recycling High 12 months

Region Wide Digital Capability 

and Connectivity
Mid West Competitive Backhaul Very High 8-12 months

Mobile Black Spots Program Very High Now

Regional Telecommunications Program (RTP) High 6 months

Connectivity Demand Audit High 18 months

North Midlands Councils Wireless Pilot Very High 6 months

Chapman Valley Wireless Project Very High 9 months

NBN 3 Year Roll Out Program Very High Now

Abrolhos Islands Technology Review High Now

Islands Fixed Wireless Link Very High Now
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Chart 1: Strategic Action Plan Summary P3

STRATEGIC FOCUS AREA PROJECT LIST For details, see: Digital and Communications Strategic Action Plan PRIORITY TIMEFRAMES

(commencement)

Inclusion and Participation Digital Flying Squad Very High 6 months

Digital Device Bank Medium 12 months

Low Cost Broadband Plans Medium 18 months

Low Cost Mobile Plans Medium 18 months

Online Digital Literacy Resources Medium 12 months

Go-Digi Program Very High Now 

Mid West Creative Narrative Mid West Digital Creative Lab High 12 months

Creative Production Skills Development Project High 12 months

“Extraordinary Geraldton” – Interactive Digital Studio (WA Museum) Very High 6 months

Abrolhos Islands Immersive Experience (WA Museum) Very High 12 months

HMAS Sydney Immersive Experience (WA Museum) Very High 12 months

SKA Immersive Experience (WA Museum) Very High 12 months

Digital Trails High 12 months

Community Online Websites (and landing pages) High 12 months

Mid West Digital Online explorer website Medium 18 months

Transformational impact, shovel-ready, or near shovel-ready; intermediate to near-term start,
expected to produce a significant outcome with little or no State funding.

May be subject to  business case; may require some degree of State funding, facilitation & direction 
from MWDC,  desired by regional stakeholders and has an identified lead proponent.

Will occur on its own, subject to funding approval, government clearances, funding availability or 
business case,  or needs assignment or confirmation of lead proponent.



Stakeholders & contributors

Geraldton Regional Hospital

Witt & Ritzinger__

The Mid West Development Commission gratefully acknowledges and thanks the following organisations

for their generous contributions of time and expertise to this project

Mr. Alan Mills


